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About This Game

Beast Battle Simulator is a physics based battle-simulation sandbox game featuring dinosaurs, animals, and humans. Kamikaze
Zebras VS. T-Rex with laser guns, Lions with machine guns VS. a flock of 50 seagulls; anything is possible! Watch as the beasts

dismember and rip each other apart in gory detail!

BBS is fully physics simulated, so the beasts can smash and knock each other over in emergent ways. They can even lose limbs
depending on where they're hit or bitten. Every beast in the game has a unique fighting style and attack pattern.

Beast Soccer

BBS includes a Soccer gamemode in which you can pit beasts against each other for a violent game of soccer. Who plays better
football: Brachiosaurus or Polar Bears? Set up the match and find out for yourself!

Weapon Attachments

Customize your beasts by attaching weapons to them like machine guns, flame throwers, and bomb vests.

Challenge Mode

In challenge mode, you must construct a team of beasts to complete a given task for each level. The game features 60
challenges. From smashing down pyramids of crates, to beating big dinosaurs in GIANT beast soccer, to having to face the

dreaded penguin king, each challenge offers a unique gameplay experience.
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Sandbox Mode

In sandbox mode, the only limit is your imagination. You set up both teams for a custom battle of whatever units you want. You
can even edit the health and damage values of your beasts to create unique custom units like a super-powered puppy, or a killer

pig.

Beast Control

At any time during battle you can use left click to take control of a beast and join the battle!

Features

50+ different units to use in battle

Equippable weapons (Flamethrowers, Lasers, Miniguns, etc)

Physics-based simulation

Sandbox mode

Challenge mode (60 Challenges)

BEAST SOCCER gamemode

Custom units: Modify the health and damage of your beasts

Extreme dismemberment and gore

Onslaught mode: defend your tower from waves of enemies by spawning beasts in real-time and casting spells

Beast Control: at any time during battle you can take control and play as one of the beasts
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I'm having a blast! No performance issues here and the challenge mode is quite creative.

If you're looking at this game and even considering whether or not it's something you would enjoy... yes, yes it is.. It's good but I
wish there was more challenges and the cannon soccer challenge is stupid.. DINOSAURS VS FARM ANIMALS WHY
NOT!?!. Since the age of 6 I have wanted to know what would happen if you attached a cannon to an alligator. I learned a lot
about myself and the world around me on my quest to answer this question, one major takeaway is that zoos do not allow you to
bring cannons in even with an explaination. Before leaving for Flordia to obatain find an alligator in the wild, I had a friend
come up to me and say "Hey you can just use the cannons and alligators in this game." I dropped my suitcase and ran to my
computer. I began to download this game and waited to answer my lifelong question. Rather than spoil it for everyone I will let
you find out for yourself, but let me tell you the results were shocking.

This game is great and has everything I look for in a game.. It is fun but for some reason i get very bad frames and lag when
using over 100 units even though my pc is far beyond the system requirements.
CPU: AMD Ryzen 7 1700
GPU: GTX 1080
RAM: 16GB
I can play basially any new game on ultra and get 100+ frames but I cant have more than 100 units on this game? I dont
undertsnad.
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This game gets surprisingly stale quick, on top of that the optimisation is horrible, I have a gtx 1060 and an core i7 and the
moment I place some T-rexes or a flock of seagulls the fps crawls down to a depressing 1-5 frames.
The game feels like a demo than a game.

This game can be good if you have a spare £6.99 to waste and a beefy computer.
But if not, don't bother with this game.. Spent the better part of an hour playing this with my wife last night, and we loved it!
Took turns building or improving our armies, and whichever army of beasts won remained the same, while the other got
improved. Will definitely break this out when we have friends over, as this could easily become a fun drinking game.

The fact that it's early access shines through a bit in terms of polish. I wish we could copy and paste beasts, or highlight and
apply batch changes. As is, if I put in 20 kangaroos and want to put lasers on each, I have to go through and add them one by
one. Not sure if there's a way to remove tech without removing the beast and starting from scratch, and I don't think there's a
way to move them around on the map once they're placed.

The soccer mode is fun, especially when all of the beasts end up crashing into a wall in a giant, bloody pile-up. It'd be nice if
each side could choose colors, instead of just black and white, as it's somewhat hard to tell which side is which at times.. Best
game i have ever played, waiting for DLC's and Addons! Best 10 bucks i have ever spent in my whole life.. Its fun it has
ragdolls it has DINOSAURS AND GUNS AND ANIMALS! GET THIS GAME!. The game is pretty damn fun (especially for
the price tag). It runs fine so far on my PC but I do have a beast PC so no guarantees. I definitely recommend it and hope that
the devs continue adding new beasts and modes (and extra camera controls too) and supporting this game.. good for seing if 1 t-
rax vs 100 pigs (good game)
. Developers abandoned game after making a few dollars, and gets old pretty fast. Want a game better than life BEAST
BATTLE SIMULATOR
Want a game with high raitings and low price BEAST BATTLE SIMULATOR
Want a game with a t rex with a gun BEAST BATTLE SIMULATOR. This is a great game, but i wish there were more updates.
Somethings i would like to see
1.Unicorn
2.Robots
3.more human types
but besides that, this game is kinda like a dollar store TABS, but its still fun
i think my only need for the game is more updates. Game is mediocre at best with little to no support from the creator, so don't
expect many updates to the game. Currently the game has about 12 different areas you can play in, all of them bland with next
to no effort put into them. Look at the pictures above, the most interesting area you can choose is the soccer field or arena and
even those are boring. About 40 or so different beasts to battle with, all of them glitchy, half working and boring. If you are
interested in getting the game I'd suggest waiting for a good sale on it, $2 is a good price for this. Otherwise the game feels like
a cash grab.
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